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Biofuels for Local Development, Guinea-Bissau 
 
What the project does 
The project starts cultivation of jatropha plants among 
farmers organized in Farmers Clubs, and starts up 
production of the different products related to the plant, 
such as oil for biofuel and soap. 
The project has set up jatropha nurseries, irrigated with 
rope pumps, trained project technicians and extension 
workers. 
Model fields have been used to determine how best to 
prune and manage the plants to get the best yields of oil. 
The oil plants are planted so as not to compete with 
food products, mainly as fences around the fields. 
 
Achievements since start 
§ 2,600 farmers from 52 Farmers’ Clubs trained in jatropha seed production and 

harvesting and further 1200 farmers not in clubs have also started production. 
§ Planting, caring for and pruning to increase productivity of 425,000 jatropha 

plants, most of these as fences around the fields and homesteads. 
§ An oil pressing system was installed and 300 litres of jatropha oil produced – 

mainly for soap production since jatropha oil is more expensive than diesel. 
Chemical tests have also shown that the plant oil is too acidic to be used 
directly in the engines. 

§ 59 students from the vocational school in Bissorã trained in jatropha 
management. 

§ 8 centres have been set up with diesel engines that can run on plant oil to 
process rice and maize. 

 
Facts 
§ Started in February 2010, and has since 2011 been 

linked to the EU funded project “Renewable Energy 
for Local Development”. Ended in 2016. 

§ Implemented by ADPP Guinea-Bissau, Farmers' 
Clubs project. 

§ Funded by the European Union and by The GAIA-
Movement through donations from The Gaia-
Movement Living Earth Green World Action USA, 
Inc. and Green World Recycling Ltd.  
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Solar Energy, Richmond Vale Academy, St. Vincent 
 
In 2015, the Gaia-Movement Trust Living Earth Green World Action provided 
an interest free loan to the institution Richmond Vale Academy in St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines. 
The loan was used to invest in a solar 
energy system that enables the 
institution to become independent of 
the public power grid on the island and 
demonstrate the benefits of carbon-
neutral energy. 
The loan repayment is done with a 
monthly amount corresponding to the 
current monthly energy bill of the 
institution with the result that the 
investment is repaid after six years. 
 
 

Due to various technical 
issues, it took some time 
before the power system 
was up and running, but at 
the end of 2016, the  
institution started 
producing renewable 
electricity covering their 
needs. 
 
 
 
 

 
In the middle of 2017, a lighting incident destroyed some 
components in the system. The institution is getting 
some new parts shipped from China, and expects very 
soon once again to enjoy that their school is powered by 
clean energy, free of carbon emissions.  
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“Waste to energy with biogas pilot project”, 

Richmond Vale Academy, St. Vincent 
 
Our association has granted another energy project to Richmond Vale Academy 
in St. Vincent and the Grenadines – a biogas project. 
The funding is done so that the 
scheduled repayments of the loan for 
the solar system are instead 
transferred to this biogas project on 
St. Vincent. 
 
Richmond Vale Academy has for 
some years had this kind of small 
biogas digester which runs on kitchen 
waste. 1.5 kilo of waste is mixed with 
15 litres of water into a digester where 
the organic matter is decomposed and  
produces methane gas. This gas can be used for 5 hours of cooking and thus 
prevent the burning of fossil fuels with its emission of destructive greenhouse 
gases that lead to global warming. 
What is left in the digester is a liquid fertilizer, which gives valuable nutrients to 
the vegetable garden or farm.  
The project aims to spread this clean and carbon neutral technology to many 
more on St. Vincent by setting up some pilot systems. Five families are trained to 
build their own biogas digester and supplied with most of the materials. 
An average family of 5-7 members uses from 4-5 hours of cooking gas daily with 
a cost of about US$ 300 per year. The cost of the biogas system can thus, without 
calculating the value of the fertilizer, be repaid in three years. 
Richmond Vale Academy is currently looking at finding less expensive materials 
to bring the price of a biogas system 
down and make it accessible to more 
people. 
 
The project started in December 
2016, and will end in December 
2017. 
A Youtube video on the project can 
be found online by searching for St. 
Vincent and biogas. 
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Support to expansion of 

Sustainable Agriculture and Green Action Projects in India 
  
What the project has done 
The aim of the project has been to expand 
sustainable agriculture and green 
action/environmental projects within Humana People 
to People India. 
The support has helped in capacity building of staff, 
production of information and training material, 
project development and proposal writing, meeting 
with potential partners, participation in conferences 
and workshops and more relevant activities.  
 
Achievements 
§ Participation by HPPI in the Asia Regional Workshop on Sustainability, 

Energy & Development organized by Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association and UNDP – 18-21st of January 2016. The conference included a 
visit to HPPI's biogas activities with the aim of raising funds to continue 
these. Gaia funds have similarly helped HPPI participate in further six 
workshops and conferences to network with future possible partners. 

§ Presentation, interviews with newspapers and distribution of pamphlets at the 
European Seed Association in Rome, Italy (October, 2016) of the Gaia 
supported project „Seeds for Life‟, which helped more than 2000 farmers to 
increase their production of what and rice.  

§ Hiring of two new employees who have provided project support and training 
on sustainable agriculture methods to the project staff working with farmers 
in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan – for example resulting in 200 farmers 
obtaining government funds as support to their construction of biogas plants. 

§ Hiring of new staff who have contributed to the production of 8 large-scale 
proposals for environmental projects to potential partners including YES 
Bank, SBI Foundation, UN Adaptation Fund, National Bank for Agriculture 
and Rural Development and National Green 
Highway Mission. 

 
Facts 
§ The project started and ended in 2016. 
§ Implemented by Humana People to People India. 
§ Funded by The GAIA-Movement 


